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AB ST RA CT

The study aims to establish the relationship between body height and the greatest length of
the femur. The motive for undertaking these examinations was the lack in the literature of
studies that allow the reconstruction of height while alive based on measurements of a
skeleton. It was decided to examine isolated bones from human remains undergoing
forensic autopsy, and belonging to individuals of both sexes whose growth processes had
stopped. Examinations were conducted on 91 human bodies in a hospital in tirupathi.
Research points to a very close relationship between the length of a dead body and the
measured greatest length of the femur. This relationship was expressed in nine coefficients
of correlation calculated for both sexes.
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INTRODUCTION
The length of the body while alive is one of the key
parameters of identity established in the course of the
identification of unknown remains. The reconstruction of
body length has been a z subject of study since the beginning
of the nineteenth century. The authors of the oldest methods,
which are of purely historical importance, are: Orfilla [1],
Langer [2], Toldt [3], Topinard [4] and Beddoe [5]. In 1888,
Rollet-on the basis of the measurements of long bones taken
from French remains-established the common factors by
which their length is to be multiplied in order to work out the
length of the remains [6]. He indicated that dry bones are
shorter, relative to fresh bones, by approximately 2 mm.
Manouverier began more recent research into height
reconstruction in 1893. He studied part of the bone material
examined by Rollet [7]. In his calculations, he took into
consideration the differences in the proportions of limbs and
height depending on body length, and also the influence of
involutionary processes on body length. He was the first to
assert – contrary to opinion up to that time-that height is a
function of the length of the long bones. Rollet's material was
further evaluated by Pearson in 1899. In his study, Pearson
employed statistical methods not used by his predecessors: the
correlation of features and linear regression [8]. This allowed
him to introduce new formulae that permitted the calculation
of human height on the basis of bone measurements.
He recognized, however, that as a result of the sharp
differentiation of body length among people, these formulae
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can only be used when they are applied to the population
groups on the basis of whose data they were developed.
Pearson further drew attention to the lengthening of the body
that occurs after death: by 1.2 cm in the case of men, and by 2
cm in the case of women. In 1950, Telkkä-recognizing the
necessity of applying differing formulae to different
populations in order to reconstruct height, proposed new
models for the population of Northern Europe and, concretely,
for the Finns that had been the subject of his research [10]. He
was the first researcher to introduce into his calculations
corrections resulting from the differences he had observed
between the length of bones on the right and left sides of the
body. In 1951, Dupertuis and Hadden published their study,
which also took into consideration black individuals [11].
These authors’ method, however, turned out to be rather
useless: its failing was that it took measurements of height
from remains suspended by the external auditory meati; this
meant that the body lengths established by this method were
greater than height when alive. Some of the best studies of the
reconstruction of body length while alive are those of Trotter
and Gleser from 1952 to 1958 [[12], [13]]. In the first stage of
their research (1952), these authors had at their disposal the
remains of black and white American soldiers who had died
during World War II [12]. Body length had been measured
while the subjects were alive; bones taken from the remains
were macerated. The authors of the study established that,
beginning from his thirtieth year, the height of a human being
lessens each year by 0.06 cm, and they proved that after death
body length increases by 2.5 cm. Trotter and Gleser (1958)
conducted similar research based on the quantitatively large
amount of bone material from the dead of the Korean War,
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who belonged to varying ethnic groups: White, AfricanAmerican, Asian, Mexican and Puerto Rican [13]. The
authors demonstrated significant differences in height-limb
proportions between the materials from both studies, pointing
to the necessity of periodic verification of the equations that
serve to reconstruct height.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Examinations were conducted on 91 human bodies from the
current Indian population, in a hospital in tirupathi
undergoing forensic examination. Bodies were chosen that
were subject to rigor mortis, without obvious bodily
deformation, and with clearly formed features of skeletal
maturity. As a consequence of the possibility, in the case of
women, of the easy visibility of the bodies’ state after the
removal of bones, the number of individuals of the female sex
examined-out of consideration for the families of the
deceased-had to be limited. The remains studied belonged to
71 men with body lengths from 157.5 to 192.7 cm, between
the ages of 19 and 87, and also to 20 women with body length
from 155.7 to 168 cm, between the ages of 28 and 74.

RESULTS
The research points to a very close relationship between the
length of a dead body and the measured, greatest length of the
femur. This relationship was expressed in nine coefficients of
correlation calculated for both sexes. Their value in the case
of male femurs was greater. For the right- and left-side bone,
the coefficient of correlation was identical and amounted to
0.923; for the average length of the bones of both sides of the
body, its value was 0.925. In the case of female femurs, the
coefficients of correlation were as follows: for right femurs,
0.892; for left femurs, 0.833; for the average length of right
and left bones, 0.869. The highest coefficient of correlation
(0.950) was obtained after measuring all the examined bones
taken from remains of both sexes. Calculated errors in
reconstruction (standard errors/standard deviations from the
line of regression, Sab), which affected 68% of cases, were
lower with regard to the measurements taken from female
bodies. All results are set out together in following tables.
Table 1 Statistical characteristics of the length of male
remains (n = 71) and of the greatest length of femurs;
equations of regression to calculate height while alive
and standard deviations from the line of regression.

Device for measuring long bones-an osteometer specially
devised, permitting measurements with a precision of 0.1 mm
Two steel squares with 40 and 60 cm sides.

x−

Feature

rab

s

Formula

Sab

(correlation factor)

Steel measuring tape-3 m in length with mm divisions.

Length of the
individual(a)
Right femur
(Fdx) (b)
Left femur
(Fsin)(b)
Fdx+Fsin/2

Polyethylene block-rectangular, dimensions 40 cm × 40 cm ×
40 cm.
The naked bodies were placed on their backs on the flat steel
surface of the dissecting table. The lower limbs were
straightened at the joints. The Achilles tendon was cut
through on both sides. A block 3.5 cm in width was placed
under the head in order to place the frankfurt plane
perpendicular to the surface of the table.
One of the squares was placed so that the outer edge of its
shorter side lay on the surface of the dissecting table; kthe
inner edge of the longer side touched the vertex point at the
top of the head. The square was stabilized. The surface of the
feet was placed on one of the surfaces of the polyethylene
block lying on the table. The block was stabilized. The second
square was placed on the table in a similar way to the first; in
this case, the inner edge of its longer side ran along the
surface of the block touching the feet. The square was
stabilized. By means of the measuring tape, with the
participation of two people, the distance between the inner
edges of the squares was measured.
The femurs on both sides were exposed by means of a
longitudinal incision and they were removed from the soft
tissue. The femur was separated at the knee joint from shank
bone. The head of the femur was enucleated from the
acetabulum of the hip joint. Soft tissue was removed from the
bone without disturbing the joint cartilage.
According to Martin's criteria, the greatest length of the femur
was measured [1]; in other words, the rectilinear distance
between the top of the head and the furthest point of the
paracentral condyle (29)

1748.83

78.44

472.93

25.07

0.923

a = 383.16 + 2.89b 30.46

472.73

25.14

0.923

a = 385.37 + 2.88b 30.49

472.83

25.03

0.923

a = 375.96 + 2.90b 29.94

; rab, coefficient of correlation; Sab, reconstruction error
(standard deviation from line of regression).
Table 2 Statistical characteristics of the length of female
remains (n = 20) and of the greatest length of femurs;
equations of regression to calculate height while alive
and standard deviations from the line of regression
Feature

x−

rab(correlation

s

Formula

Sab

factor)

Length of
1623.05
remains (a)
Fdx (b)
429.92
Fsin (b)
431.68
(Fdx + Fsin)/2
430.80
(b)

38.19
12.72
13.12

0.892
0.833

a = 471.25 + 2.68b 17.70
a = 576.93 + 2.42b 21.73

12.82

0.869

a = 508.15 + 2.59b 19.43

Fdx, right femur; Fsin, left femur; rab, coefficient of
correlation; Sab, reconstruction error (standard deviation from
line of regression).
Table 3 Statistical characteristics of the length of male
and female remains (n = 91) and of the greatest length of
femurs; equations of regression to calculate height while
alive and standard deviations from the line of regression
Feature
Length of
remains (a)
Fdx (b)
Fsin (b)
(Fdx + Fsin)/2
(b)
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x−

s

1721.03

88.54

463.03
463.84

28.90
28.68

0.949
0.946

a = 374.65 + 2.91b 28.03
a = 366.02 + 2.92b 28.83

463.44

28.73

0.950

a = 364.49 + 2.93b 27.88

rab(correlation factor)

Formula

Sab

Estimation of Individual Height in Correlation With Femur Length
Fdx, right femur; Fsin, left femur; rab, coefficient of
correlation; Sab, reconstruction error (standard deviation from
line of regression).

DISCUSSION
The practical use of existing formulae for reconstructing
height while alive from the measurement of long bones is
limited. Even the studies that are recognized as the most exact
-Trotter and Gleser [[12], [13]] and Fully and Pineau
[[15], [16]]-as a result of their age and, in addition, as a result
of their using as material ethnic groups differing from those of
Poland, do not have any substantial diagnostic significance
for the Polish population, and cannot be applied to that
population without serious reservations. This criticism applies
even more to the even older methods of Manouverier [7] and
Pearson [8], which are, however, still in general use in
Poland. The extension of the long bones, connected with the
constant growth and destruction-which lasts until the
achievement of skeletal maturity-of the simultaneously
ossifying basal cartilage, is conditioned by the defined
proportions of the processes that take place in them:
chondroblastic, chondroclastic, and osteoblastic. These
processes are subject to disturbance through the influence of a
host of exogenous and endogenous factors that result in
changes in length and, in consequence, in the proportions of
the body. These factors are intrapopulation factors,
interpopulation factors, and intergenerational factors [27].
This means that it is necessary to periodically verify the
models serving to fix height while alive. It also explains the
lack of a universal method that could be applied in every case
of establishing the identity of unknown remains. Trotter and
Gleser [13] have proved that intrapopulation changes in
length affecting changes in body proportions emerge in the
course of a relatively short period of time [13]. It is necessary
to consider modified formulae that serve to fix height
depending on racial identity or on the constitutional type of
build of body [[30], [31]]. It is emphasized that when
reconstructing body height while alive, the calculated height
does not express actual value of that height, but rather that
which the examined individual would have if he/she belonged
to the population that served to establish the applied formulae.
Thus the reconstructed height is, to a substantial degree, a
function of the method used [30]. The data cited indicates that
the reconstruction of body length from the long bones is only,
seemingly, a simple task. In reality, the matter is much more
complicated. In order to obtain results that are closest to
height while alive, it is necessary to consider all the elements
of the skeleton that determine height [[15], [20]]. In reality,
this possibility only rarely occurs.

side bones and for the average length of the bones on both
sides.

CONCLUSION
By this research we can conclude that there is a close
relationship between the individual height and the femoral
length.
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